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Soundpeats Sonic TWS Earphones
If  you like bass-rich sound, then the Sonic earphones will  definitely appeal to you. Equipped with the aptX-adaptive audio codec, they
deliver  crystal  clear  sound  full  of  detail.  The  high-quality  chip  enables  fast  and  stable  connection  and  lower  power  consumption.  The
charging case allows the earphones to run for up to 35 hours, and you can renew their power in about 1.5 hours with the included USB-C
cable. In addition, low latency provides even better gameplay, and the ergonomic design offers long-lasting comfort.
 
Perfect sound, better call quality
To  provide  you  with  high-quality  sound,  Sonic  earphones  use  low  frequency  enhancement  technology  and  the  latest  audio  decoding
technology (aptX). With the CVC noise cancellation feature, you can talk freely on the phone without worrying about interference.
 
Fast and stable connection
The  earphones  are  equipped  with  Bluetooth  5.2  and  QCC3040  chip,  which  translates  to  higher  connection  quality  and  lower  power
consumption.  The  accessory  is  compatible  with  all  Bluetooth-enabled  devices,  including  version  4.0.  Additionally,  the  Sonic  model
features mono and stereo modes, so you can use two earphones at the same time or just one.
 
Long runtime, fast charging
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Soundpeats earphones deliver up to 15 hours of playback on a single charge. And the charging case extends the runtime to 35 hours.
What's more, the USB-C cable guarantees fast charging, so you'll be back in action in about 1.5 hours. The LED indicator inside the case
will let you know the battery status.
 
TrueWireless Mirroring Technology
Using TrueWireless Mirroring technology increases connection stability and reduces interference in harsh environments. Gaming mode
provides low latency to enhance dynamic gaming experience. To activate the mode, press the button on the left handset three times.
 
Comfort of use
The earphones are equipped with buttons, for more convenient and precise control. Just press the earphone to adjust the volume, stop
playback, answer the phone, etc. Plus, the ergonomic design provides long-lasting comfort.
 
In the box
earphones
charging case
USB to USB-C charging cable
silicone tips (3 pairs)
user manual
Brand
Soundpeats
Model
Sonic
Bluetooth version
5.2
Audio profiles
HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
Bluetooth chip
QCC3040
Signal range
up to 10 m (unobstructed)
Battery capacity
(charging case) 400mAh, (earphones) x2 70mAh
Elapsed time
up to 15 h + 20 h (charging case)
Charging time
about 2 hours (charging case)
Standby time
150 h
Dimensions
20.5 x 18.3 x 27.2 mm (earphones)
Weight
47.49 g (case + earphones)

Price:

Before: € 49.0032

Now: € 47.50
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Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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